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But I was soon reassured. For underneath the pool, where
a lady in fashionable clothes appeared to insist on photo-
graphing a water-lily in spite of her male companion's efforts
to distract her attention in the direction of the Taj, there
were two names, " Edgar A. Rossiter," I read," Structural
Engineer; Hugo Schmidt, Architect." A large italic added
comfortingly, " The Most Stirring Enterprise Ever Contem-
plated—The Duplication of a Wondrous Architectural Feat
of Three Centuries Ago," So that was all.
The Briton in me breathed again. I wished the very best
of luck to Mr. Schmidt and Mr. Rossiter in their heroic
enterprise. The replica, it seemed, was to be executed in
" white granite, marble and reinforced concrete, with orna-
mental bronze gates and fixtures"; and considerable
prominence was to be given to " the sacred flowers of the
Orient, the Lotus and the Iris, and the modern rose " in the
scheme of decoration. What could be more tasteful ?
My kindling fancy learned in a happy glow that" the leaves,
buds, and stems will be enamelled in their natural colours
and will lend charm, beauty and warmth to the design of the
structure." But a larger type summoned me to the centre
of the page, where some unnamed stylist distilled his rhap-
sodies in language that deserves quotation. " Poets," he
cried, " have paused in sheer ecstasy to describe its sublime
charm," (This seemed a shade ungracious to Sir Edwin
Arnold, who appeared capable of an extreme fluency on the
subject.) " Artists have tried in vain to capture the perfect
symmetry of its lines and angles "—hardly encouraging, I
thought, for Messrs. Rossiter and Schmidt. " All who have
gazed upon its amazing beauty have been lost in wonder.
taj mahal !—the final resting-place of a great King and his
Queen; the poetic expression in monumental structure of
Divine Peace, And now, a lofty idea, long harbored, has been
put into execution. To America—to Chicago—will be trans-
ported this dream of the East. . . . And before long will
rise the Taj Mahal of the west with its inspiring dome and
slender minarets," I am sure I hope so.

